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Abstract This study is an exercise to check the efficiency of the existing reserve system, and

to show how systematic conservation planning—using information available and the com-

plementarity concept—can improve the basis for decisions and minimize costs. We verified

the performance, in number of cells and primate species representation, of the existing Atlantic

Forest (Brazil) reserve network with a quarter-degree resolution grid, with 1,884 cells. We

used occurrence data of 20 endemic primate species, and the maps of 237 existing reserves.

Reserve networks were selected to represent primate species first considering no pre-existing

reserves in Atlantic Forest, and then, considering the existing reserve system, taking into

account the minimum area for viable population of the larger species (Northern muriqui

Brachyteles hypoxanthus). Reserve selection was carried out using the complementarity

concept implemented by a simulated annealing algorithm. Primate species representation (at

least one occurrence in the network) could be achieved with 8% of the existing reserve system

(nine cells in relation to the 120 in the existing reserve system). We found that today’s reserve

system represents 89% of endemic primate species, excluding the species Coimbra Filho’s titi

monkey (Callicebus coimbrai) and Marcgraf’s capuchin (Cebus flavius). The networks

selected without considering existing reserves contained nine cells. The networks selected

considering existing reserves (120 cells), had two new cells necessary to represent all the

primates. This does not mean that a viable alternative is to start from zero (i.e., nonexistent

reserves). Identifying critical supplementary areas using biodiversity information to fill the

gaps and then starting ‘‘conservation in practice’’ in these areas should be priorities.
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Introduction

Reserve selection has traditionally occurred opportunistically without a priori definition of

explicit objectives for biodiversity conservation (Pressey et al. 1993; Pressey 1994). In

general, areas of low economic value or with scenic, cultural, indigenous, and recreational

value have been selected for reserves. Reserves are often selected individually, as if they

were not part of a reserve network. However, nowadays it is known that the use of explicit

criteria to establish reserves results in more efficient strategies for biodiversity conserva-

tion (Pressey et al. 1993; Possingham et al. 2000; Diniz-Filho et al. 2007; Pinto et al.

2007).

Networks with too many areas, but not guarantying the representation of the elements of

biodiversity, are the main consequence of reserve selection without explicit objectives

(Pressey 1994). Efficient selection of priority areas for conservation should represent all

conservation targets with the minimum possible cost (the area—or the number of areas

when we have a regular grid—is frequently used as a measure of cost when economic costs

are not considered in the study; Cabeza and Moilanen 2001; Lawler et al. 2003). This

reserve selection problem is currently solved using algorithms based on the concept of

complementarity (Margules et al. 1988; Margules and Pressey 2000). Complementarity

measures the extent to which an area contributes to the representation of underrepresented

features in the existing set of areas (Pressey et al. 1993; Margules and Pressey 2000). A

single reserve solution gives no indication of the importance of each site because usually

there are many alternative networks that can meet targets; then the frequency of occurrence

of the cells in these alternative networks may be more informative. This metric is related to

the irreplaceability concept, and measures the potential of replacing a site with others in the

region (Pressey et al. 1994; Ferrier et al. 2000).

The Atlantic Forest biome contains several reserves of different sizes in the coastal and

interior region. This biome is a species-rich global hotspot, an area with several endemic

species of plants (40% of the plants from this biome are endemic) and high conversion

rates (Myers et al. 2000). For example, Atlantic forest is the home of a diversified and

unique fauna of primates (Rylands et al. 1996). Extinction rates are likely to be higher in

biodiversity hotspots which are geographically restricted with high species endemism,

heavy habitat loss and rapidly increasing human populations (Cincotta et al. 2000).

Tropical forest hotspots have already lost, on average, 90% of their forest cover (Brooks

et al. 2002; see also Laurence 2007), including the forest reduction of Atlantic forest

(Grelle et al. 1999). As result of this forest reduction, many species of vertebrates are faced

with extinction (Grelle et al. 1999, 2005; Brooks et al. 2002), and the Order Primates has

the highest number of threatened species of all Brazilian mammals (Grelle et al. 2006).

Taxonomy of the primates species Atlantic forest are well defined, and the species occur in

evergreen and semidecidous forests along Atlantic forest, in more than 600 localities

(Grelle 2000; Silva-Junior 2001; Oliveira and Langguth 2006).

A contentious point, less explored in analysis of reserve selection, is the viability of

populations (Gaston et al. 2002; Pressey et al. 2007). It is clear that we should preserve

more than species, and ecological and evolutionary processes should be taken into account

in the planning of a reserve network. Thus, the reserve network should be efficient to

maintain viable populations. In addition, recently a population viability analysis was

performed on the northern muriqui (Brachyteles hypoxanthus, Brito and Grelle 2006).

Endemic to the Atlantic forest, this species and the congeneric southern muriqui

(B. arachnoides) are the larger primates of this biome. An area of at least 11,570 ha is

required to maintain a genetically viable population of B. hypoxanthus (Grelle 2006). This
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information can be used to test the efficiency of the Atlantic Forest reserve network for

primates, since it is the minimum area necessary for the larger endemic primate species,

and assuming that the size of the area needed to maintain viable populations is directly

related to the body size of the species. Thus, primates represent a useful group to test the

efficiency of the existing reserve system in Atlantic forest, paying attention to the viability

of populations.

There are several studies in systematic conservation planning research that verify if

existing reserves represent some part of biodiversity, a task commonly known as gap

analysis (Rodrigues et al. 2004; O’Dea et al. 2006; Araújo et al. 2007; Ceballos 2007),

including a recent study performed with South American mammals (Tognelli 2007). But

there is no study focusing on Atlantic Forest primates, a group with many threatened

species in a threatened hotspot. Does the existing Atlantic Forest reserve system efficiently

represent all primate species? We verified the performance of the existing Atlantic Forest

reserve network in representing primate species. Then we used primate occurrence data to

select reserve networks based on the complementarity concept to complement the existing

reserve system.

Materials and methods

A grid with a quarter-degree cell resolution was superimposed on the map of the Atlantic

Forest biome in Brazil. We excluded all cells that contained[50% of Atlantic Forest; this

left a total of 1,884 cells. In each of these cells, reserve areas were calculated using maps of

strict reserves (those that correspond to the I—IV categories defined by IUCN) overlaid by

the grid. When a reserve occupied more than one cell its area was calculated separately in

each cell. Two reserves with any area that occupied the same cell had that areas summed.

There are 20 species of primates endemic to Atlantic forest: brown howler monkey

(Alouatta guariba), southern muriqui (Brachyteles arachnoides), northern muriqui

(B. hypoxanthus), Coimbra Filho’s titi monkey (Callicebus coimbrai), coastal black-han-

ded titi (C. melanochir), black-fronted titi monkey (C. nigrifrons), masked titi

(C. personatus), Barbara Brown’s titi (C. barbarabrownae), buffy-tufted-ear marmoset

(Callithrix aurita), buffy-headed marmoset (C. flaviceps), Geoffroy’s marmoset

(C. geoffroyi), wied’s black-tufted-ear marmoset (C. kuhlii), Marcgraf’s capuchin (Cebus
flavius), black-horned capuchin (C. nigritus), crested capuchin (C. robustus), yellow-

breasted capuchin (C. xanthosternos), black-faced lion tamarin (Leontopithecus caissara),
black lion tamarin (L. chrysopygus), golden lion tamarin (L. rosalia), and golden-headed

lion tamarin (L. chrysomelas). Occurrence data of these 20 endemic primate species from

this biome was previously obtained elsewhere (Grelle 2000; Silva Junior 2001; Oliveira

and Langguth 2006), and this dataset can be obtained upon request to the authors. The

species Callicebus barbarabrownae, although considered endemic to the Atlantic forest

(Kobayashi 1995), was excluded from the analysis because its occurrence was not detected

in the biome map used, probably due to the scale of map. This species occurs in semi-

decidous forests along rivers inside Caatinga biome (Marinho-Filho and Verı́ssimo 1997).

The georeferenced data were converted to presence/absence data in the grid cells which are

the units of analysis. In each cell, richness was calculated by summing the number of

species present.

Complementarity reserve selection has two basic purposes. The first is to find reserve

networks that represent target amounts of all biodiversity information used in the study.

And the other purpose is to find networks with the minimum possible cost (Possingham
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et al. 2006), in this case, the minimum number of cells. We selected reserve networks to

represent primate biodiversity through the following three approaches:

Approach A—Considering no pre-existing reserves (put at zero—no cell was included

a priori in the network);

Approach B—Grid cells with more than 5,000 ha of existing reserves were accounted

for in the network;

Approach C—Grid cells with more than 11,500 ha of existing reserves were accounted

for in the network.

We chose 11,500 ha area because it is the minimum area needed for viable populations

for the larger primate species, and 5,000 ha area trying to incorporate some reality related

to actually reserves sizes (see more about this in Discussion). Protected areas covering less

than 5,000 ha (in approach B) and 11,500 ha (in approach C) were not considered present

in he network.

In approaches B and C we verified which primate species were represented by the

existing reserve cells considered. These considered pre-existing reserves do not represent

all the primate species and were complemented with new areas. We also compared the

Atlantic Forest reserve network efficiency with what would be expected by chance from

random networks with the same number of cells selected 10,000 times.

Reserve selection was carried out using the simulated annealing algorithm in SITES

software (which is an ArcView interface for the MARXAN software; Andelman et al.

1999; Possingham et al. 2000, 2006). The simulated annealing algorithm optimizes

objective functions with explicit conservation goals. It was run 200 times with

10,000,000 iterations for each approach. Most of the solutions—called here best

solutions—represented all the primate species with the minimum number of cells, but

some did not. So, we took the 100 first best solutions to map the irreplaceability of the

cells. A simple measure of irreplaceability is the frequency of each cell in the networks

selected, indicating its relative importance for complementarity solutions (Meir et al.

2004). The highest degree of irreplaceability is when a cell occurs in the 100 repre-

sentation solutions.

Results

The richest cells for the endemic primate species are widely spread over the Atlantic Forest

biome; some concentrated in the mideast region and one cell in Bahia state, in the northeast

region (Fig. 1). The species Cebus nigritus has the highest number of occurrences, in 119

cells (Table 1). In contrast, Callicebus coimbrai and Leontopithecus caissara occurred in

just three cells of this biome (Table 1).

The networks selected in approach A, where the existing reserve system was not

considered, contained nine cells. This is the minimum number of cells necessary to rep-

resent all endemic primate species in Atlantic Forest. The irreplaceability map (Fig. 2)

shows that this system is very flexible. Only one cell in the northeast region has the highest

irreplaceability value, occurring in 78 of 100 solutions.

Considering all the cells with more than 5,000 ha of existing reserves (approach B), we

have 120 cells previously put in the network of actual reserves. These cells represented

89% of primate species, more than expected by chance (P = 0.004) when compared to the

representation of 10,000 reserve networks with 120 cells (Fig. 3a). The species Callicebus
coimbrai and Cebus flavius were not represented in this reserve system. The networks

selected to complement this system contained two new cells (Fig. 4). The new cells were in
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the northeast region and are not completely irreplaceable, allowing several options between

adjacent cells.

Seventy-seven cells were considered having more than 11,500 ha of existing reserves

(approach C). This reserve system represented 68% of primate species, not more than

expected by chance alone (P = 0.1359) when compared to the representation of primate

species in 10,000 reserve networks with 77 cells (Fig. 3b). The underrepresented species

were Callicebus coimbrai, Callithrix kuhlii, Callicebus melanochir, Cebus xanthosternos,

Leontopithecus chrysomelas, and Cebus flavius. The networks selected to complement this

system contained three new cells (Fig. 5). The new cells are not completely irreplaceable,

allowing several options between adjacent cells, and are located on the coast of the

northeast region.

Discussion

This study has a conservative approach from the viewpoint we used point locality data

(Rondinini et al. 2006; see also O’Dea et al. 2006), but even then the networks selected to

represent primates are flexible; none of the cells were completely irreplaceable. The low

commission errors of using point locality data increase our confidence that the areas

selected will contain the target species. The use of species range in this assessment would

Fig. 1 Spatial pattern of endemic primate richness in the Atlantic Forest biome, in number of species
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increase type I errors; the species is considered to be present in the cell or in the reserve

when, in fact, it is not (O’Dea et al. 2006). Incompleteness and spatial bias towards places

recorded are the main problems of point locality data (Rondinini et al. 2006), but we

preferred to maintain a conservative approach in this study. Networks selected using point

locality data are larger than when range distributional data are used. Even then, the reserve

network found in Approach A is smaller than the existing reserve system. This reserve

network size is partially explained by the targets stated in the methodology—at least one

point locality of each species must be in the networks selected. From this viewpoint—

targets stated—the study approach is not conservative. A more conservative approach

would require more than one point locality representation of each species.

In our dataset, all species occur in more than one cell. This explains the fact that none of

the cells is completely irreplaceable, or clearly, that all the cells selected in one solution

can be replaced by another cell in another solution. When a species occurs in just one cell,

this cell is irreplaceable by definition, because only that cell can represent that species

Table 1 Species included in the reserve selection procedures

Species (scientific
name)

Number of
occurrences
(number of
cells)

States of
occurrence

Number of
representations in
the existing
reserves (approach
B)

Numbers of
representations in
the existing
reserves (approach
C)

Alouatta guariba 83 BA, MG, ES, RJ, SP,
PR, SC, RS and
Argentina

9 7

Brachyteles arachnoides 29 RJ, SP and PR 12 9

Brachyteles hypoxathus 27 BA, MG, and ES 5 2

Callicebus coimbrai 3 SE 0 0

Callicebus melanochir 12 BA, MG and ES 1 0

Callicebus nigrifrons 22 MG, RJ and SP 2 2

Callicebus personatus 20 MG and ES 4 3

Callithrix aurita 59 MG, RJ and SP 11 7

Callithrix flaviceps 16 MG and ES 1 1

Callithrix geoffroyi 47 MG, BA and ES 4 3

Callithrix kuhlii 15 BA and MG 1 0

Cebus flavius 4 RN, PB and AL 0 0

Cebus nigritus 119 MG, ES, RJ, SP, PR,
SC, RS, and
Argentina

19 11

Cebus robustus 28 BA, MG and ES 6 4

Cebus xanthosternos 12 BA 1 0

Leontopithecus caissara 3 SP and PR 1 1

Leontopithecus
chrysomelas

19 BA 2 0

Leontopithecus
chrysopygus

6 SP 2 2

Leontopithecus rosalia 11 RJ 1 1

Brazilian States abbreviations AL Alagoas, BA Bahia, ES Espı́rito Santo, MG Minas Gerais, PB Paraı́ba, PR
Paraná, RJ Rio de Janeiro, SC Santa Catarina, SE Sergipe, SP São Paulo, RN Rio Grande do Norte, RS Rio
Grande do Sul
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(Carwardine et al. 2007). The species with the fewest number of occurrences were Cal-
licebus coimbrai and Leontopithecus caissara, which occurred in three cells. These two

species are classified as Critically Endangered (IUCN 2007); the first one is known to

occur at only six small forests fragments in the state of Sergipe, where 99% of the forests

have been destroyed, and the second one is a rare species (IUCN 2007).

Primate species representation could be achieved with 7.5% (nine cells) of the existing

reserve system (120 cells), if we previously consider reserves with more than 5,000 ha, or

with 11.7% (nine cells) of the existing reserves (77 cells), if we previously consider those

with more than 11,500 ha. Some existing reserves from Atlantic Forest do not contain any

primate species, as the dry forests reserves from the interior region of the biome. If the

system were put at zero, efficiency in cost and representation would probably be achieved

in a smaller network (Fig. 2), even with the incorporation of more realistic criteria such as

persistence (Araújo et al. 2004) or sociopolitical factors (Williams et al. 2003). Using the

area of the cell as an indicator of cost—like we did here—is effective to minimize reserve

network size, but is not a direct minimization of land value costs (Underwood et al. 2008),

which is also an important topic to be considered in conservation planning (Bode et al.

2008). A grid cell that is very prone for agriculture practices can be selected in our study

(but we do not know since this data was not considered), but it would not enter in a

Fig. 2 Irreplaceability map of approach A, considering no existing reserves in Atlantic Forest, obtained
using the 100 best reserve networks solutions
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network selected considering land value, unless one of the target species just occurs in that

expensive cell.

The minimum reserve area that determines whether a cell is always included in the

network can be chosen in relation to minimum area necessary for a viable population,

guaranteeing its persistence. But this criterion varies from species to species in multiple

species reserve selection approaches. Here we used two minimum reserve sizes (5,000, and

11,500 ha) as criterion to consider the conservation unit in the reserve network. 11,500 ha

is the minimum area necessary to house viable populations of Brachyteles hypoxanthus,

without suffering demographic stochasticity and genetic erosion (Brito and Grelle 2006).

However, the average size of the actual existing Atlantic Forest reserves is 10,200 ha

(Pinto et al. 2006), and most reserves in the Atlantic Forest are less than 10,200 ha (Silva

Fig. 3 Frequency distribution of number of primate species represented in 10,000 random networks with
120 cells (a) and with 77 cells (b)
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and Casteleti 2003). This generates a frequency distribution of reserve areas skewed to

right, with the median much smaller than the mean. Thus, if we used just approach C (see

‘‘Methods’’) a lot of actual reserves would not be considered in our analysis of reserve

selection. So we also fixed cells with more than 5,000 ha reserves in approach B.

It is important to note that when we only consider reserves with at least 11,500 ha, some

species from the southeast coastal region are not represented. This can be observed in the

irreplaceability map (Fig. 5), since new reserves to complement the actual system were

selected in the southeast region. The randomizations tests also demonstrated that the

5,000 ha reserve area per cell system represents more primate species than expected by

chance. But when the minimum viability area for the larger primate species is used as a

criterion of area, the 11,500 ha reserve area per cells network—that is smaller, obviously—

does not represent more primates than expected by chance. Thus, the realistic approach

actual reserve network is relatively effective, but the persistence one is definitely not.

The fact that a smaller network could be achieved does not mean that a good alternative

is to ignore the existing reserve network; this would be neither practical nor sensible

(Pressey and Cowling 2001). Existing reserves may have existing infrastructure and

management as well as legal protected status, and also may be recognized and respected by

Fig. 4 Irreplaceability map of approach B solutions, previously considering cells with more than 5,000 ha
of existing reserves, obtained using the 100 better reserve networks solutions. Cells outlined, that occur in
100 of the 100 networks, are those forced to be selected in the network
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local people with whom relationships have been established (O’Dea et al. 2006). These

areas may also have biological importance; although we are evaluating here the primate

biodiversity, this is just a little piece of the spectrum of biodiversity that must be conserved

in Atlantic Forest. We exercise here a check of quality and efficiency of the existing

reserve system, and try to stimulate the use of analytical tools and available information to

improve the basis on which conservation decisions are made (Whittaker et al. 2005).

Identifying critical supplementary areas needed to fill the gaps should be a priority (O’Dea

et al. 2006). Otherwise, we can consider that the Atlantic Forest network relatively rep-

resents primate biodiversity considering it was not selected with that purpose.

The existing reserve system of Atlantic Forest is not cost-effective. A hypothetic reserve

selection ignoring existing reserves clearly shows this. Even though the existing reserve

system is large for the information used and for the targets stated in this study and not

efficient for primate conservation, the incorporation of explicit objectives and targets from

now on would effectively help systematic conservation planning.
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